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Summary. The physis of the quantum Hall system beomes very simple when

studied on a thin torus. Remarkably, however, the very rih struture still exists in

this limit and there is a ontinuous route to the bulk system. Here we review reent

progress in understanding various features of the quantum Hall system in terms of

a simple one-dimensional model orresponding to the thin torus.

1 Introdution

Even though more than twenty years have passed sine the experimental disovery

[1℄ of the frational quantum Hall e�et at �lling fator � = 1=3 and its basi expla-

nation due to Laughlin [2℄, the physis of the quantum Hall regime still ontinues

to surprise us with new novel phenomena. Already from the beginning it was lear

that the quasipartiles in the Laughlin state have frational harge and later on it

was realized that they obey frational statistis [3, 4℄.

Soon after the �rst observations at � = 1=3 many other gapped quantum Hall

states were observed, some of them at frations that ould not be explained by

Laughlin's wave funtions. To explain these new frations, hierarhial shemes were

developed by Haldane, Halperin and Laughlin [5, 3, 6℄ and Jain onstruted wave

funtions for these states and proposed an intriguing interpretation in terms of

omposite fermions [7℄, where eah of the eletrons aptures an even number of

magneti �ux quanta, mapping the original problem of eletrons partially �lling a

Landau level onto omposite fermions �lling an integer number of Landau levels.

This gives a nie piture of how the gap responsible for the quantum Hall e�et

appears at the frations � = p=(2m p + 1) by mapping the system onto the well

understood integer quantum Hall e�et. Moreover, the omposite fermion theory

o�ers an appealing explanation for the existene of the gapless states observed at

even denominator frations suh as � = 1=2, where the system is mapped onto

free fermions in no magneti �eld. The mean �eld theory of suh states, due to

Halperin, Lee and Read [8℄, has been spetaularly on�rmed by surfae aousti

wave experiments at � = 1=2 [9℄, and by ballisti experiments near this �lling fator

[10℄.

However, in our opinion, a mirosopi understanding of omposite fermions is

still laking [11℄. Gapped quantum Hall states have now been observed that fall

http://arxiv.org/abs/cond-mat/0611181v2
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outside Jain's main sheme [12℄, and the mirosopi origin of these states is under

debate. Also, in higher Landau levels quantum Hall states exist that might possess

even more exoti properties. One suh example is the Moore-Read state [13℄, whih

is believed to desribe the quantum Hall system at � = 5=2 [14, 15, 16℄. This state

has attrated great interest reently due to the supposed non-abelian statistis of the

quasiholes and its possible appliation to topologially proteted q-bits (deoherene

free quantum omputational devies) [17℄.

In a reent line of researh it has been shown that studying the quantum Hall

system on a thin torus allows for both a simple understanding of already established

results and for providing new insights [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24℄. Here, we give a

non-tehnial review of this work. Referenes [25, 26, 27℄ ontain relevant preursors

to the work presented here.

We study the quantum Hall system of spin-polarized eletrons on a torus as a

funtion of its irumferene, L1, by mapping the problem onto a one-dimensional

lattie model. When L1 is small, the range of the eletron-eletron interation be-

omes short (in units of the lattie spaing), and we get a systemati expansion of

the quantum Hall system around a simple ase�the thin torus. The abelian quan-

tum Hall states are manifested as gapped one-dimensional rystals, 'Tao-Thouless

states', and their frationally harged exitations appear as domain walls between

degenerate ground states. At half-�lling, � = 1=2, the eletrons ondense into a

Fermi sea of neutral dipoles whih onnets smoothly to the gapless state in the

bulk. The non-abelian pfa�an (Moore-Read) state believed to desribe the � = 5=2

phase is desribed by six distint rystalline states, and the non-trivial quasiparti-

le and quasihole degeneraies that are ruial for the non-abelian statistis follow

simply from the inequivalent ways of reating domain walls between these di�erent

vaua. This formulation is manifestly partile-hole symmetri and thus allows for

the onstrution of both quasipartiles and quasiholes.

The outline of this paper is the following. In setion 2 we set up a one-dimensional

lattie model of the lowest Landau level. In setion 3 we disuss how ground states

and exitations have a very simple and appealing manifestation on the thin torus,

and in setion 4 we disuss the ruial issue of how the thin torus piture is onneted

to the experimentally realizable bulk system.

2 1D lattie model

The energy of a harged partile moving in a magneti �eld is quantized in maro-

sopially degenerate Landau levels. In the strong magneti �eld limit, the gap

between di�erent Landau levels beomes large and the eletrons will populate the

lowest available states. Hene the kineti energy e�etively freezes out, leaving a

strongly interating problem in the highest partially populated Landau level (LL).

Sine a single LL is an e�etively one-dimensional system, it is possible to map the

two-dimensional quantum Hall system onto a one-dimensional problem. It turns out

that this mapping is partiularly onvenient on the torus.

For simpliity we onsider the problem of an eletron moving in a perpendiular

magneti �eld on the surfae of a ylinder (the torus ase is obtained by straight

forward periodising). In Landau gauge, A = B yx̂, the lowest Landau level states

are
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 m (r)=
1

�1=4L1=2
e
2�im x=L 1e

�(y+ 2�m =L 1)
2
=2
; (1)

where we use units suh that ‘=
p
�hc=eB = 1;�h = 1, and label the states by integers

m . The states are entered along the lines ym = � 2�m =L1, given by the momen-

tum in the x� diretion. This provides an expliit mapping of the two-dimensional

eletron gas in the lowest Landau level onto a one-dimensional lattie model, where

the lines ym an be thought of as the sites, see Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. A ylinder with a magneti �eld B perpendiular to its surfae. The single

partile states are entered along the lines ym = � 2�m =L1 and an be thought of

as sites in a one-dimensional lattie.

A general (two-body) interation Hamiltonian takes the form

H =

X

n

X

k> m

Vkm c
y

n+ m c
y

n+ k
cn+ m + kcn; (2)

where Vkm are matrix elements that an be alulated for a given real-spae inter-

ation. The physis of the interation an be understood by dividing H into two

parts: Vk0, the eletrostati repulsion (inluding exhange) between two eletrons

separated k lattie onstants, and Vkm , the amplitude for two partiles separated

a distane k � m to hop symmetrially to a separation k + m and vie versa. The

symmetry of the hopping, whih is a onsequene of onservation of momentum,

implies that the position of the enter of mass is onserved.

A general N e� partile state in the lowest Landau level is a linear ombination

of states haraterized by the positions (or, equivalently, the momenta) at whih

they are entered. We represent these (Slater determinant) states in Fok spae as

jn1n2n3 :::i where ni = 0;1 aording to whether site i is oupied or not. The

problem of �nding the ground state and the low lying exitations, at �lling fration

� = N e=N s, is thus a matter of arranging N e eletrons on N s sites.

A very important property of the obtained lattie model is that the lattie

onstant is 2�=L1. This means that, for a given real spae interation, the interation

in the one-dimensional lattie model beomes short range in units of the lattie

spaing when the torus beomes thin and we an hope to be able to solve the
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problem in this limit. The experimental situation, on the other hand, is obtained as

L1 ! 1 , where the lattie model beomes in�nitely long range measured in units

of the lattie onstant. When the system is studied as a funtion of L1, we �nd that

many of the harateristi features of the quantum Hall system is independent of

L1 and there is a ontinuous route between the two extreme ases�we laim that

the two ases are adiabatially onneted.

3 The thin torus

Here we onsider the quantum Hall system at generi �lling frations, � = p=q< 1,

in the limit L1 ! 0. For reasonable interations (inluding Coulomb), the problem

beomes a lassial eletrostati one-dimensional problem and the ground states are

regular latties of eletrons where the partiles are as far apart as possible, as shown

in Table 1.

j100100100100100100:::i � = 1=3

j10100101001010010100:::i � = 2=5

j1010010010010100100100:::i � = 4=11

Table 1. Examples of ground states in the thin limit, L1 ! 0. The underlined unit

ells ontaining p eletrons on q sites are periodially repeated in the � = p=q ground

state. The q-fold degeneray on the torus is re�eted by q di�erent translations of

the unit ell.

The reason that the physis is ompletely determined by eletrostatis in the

thin limit is atually rather simple. The single partile states are essentially gaus-

sians extended roughly one unit length (i.e. one magneti length) and separated by

the lattie onstant 2�=L1. Consequently, the overlap between di�erent one-partile

wave funtions beomes very small and the only non-vanishing matrix elements are

those where eah eletron is reated and destroyed at the same site, i.e. the eletro-

stati matrix elements Vk0. Thus, L1 is a parameter that ontrols the strength of

the hopping, whih an be ontinuously turned on by inreasing L1.

The ground states in the thin limit are regular latties with unit ells ontaining

p eletrons and q sites at �lling � = p=q. This is true for any repulsive interation

that is monotoni, with positive seond derivative�Coulomb falls into this ategory.

The same ground states were obtained by Hubbard when he investigated generalized

Wigner latties in the seemingly very di�erent ontext of quasi-one-dimensional salts

[28℄. It is interesting to note that, at � = 1=3, the thin limit ground state, see Table

1, is the state originally proposed by Tao and Thouless in 1983 to explain the

frational quantum Hall e�et [29℄. We all these states, at general �lling fator,

Tao-Thouless (TT) states, stressing the fat that they are di�erent from ordinary,

lassial rystals or Wigner rystals. It is important to note that the TT-states have

a gap to all exitations�there are no phonons. The reason for this is that one the

�uxes through the holes of the torus are �xed, then the positions of the one-partile
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states along the torus are �xed, and hene no vibrations of the lattie are possible.

Note also that the q� fold degeneray, present for all energy eigenstates on the torus

[30℄, is trivially manifested by the q di�erent translations of the unit ell.

3.1 Gapped frations and frational harge

At odd denominator frations in the lowest Landau level, the TT-states desribe

(but are extreme forms of) the gapped abelian quantum Hall states observed in the

laboratory. In setion 4 we disuss this onnetion further, but let us �rst onsider

the struture of ground states and frational harge that emerge in the thin limit.

At the Jain frations, � = p=(2pm + 1), the unit ells are 102m (102m �1 )p�1 in

hemial notation. At � = 1=3 the unit ell is 100, at � = 2=9 it beomes 100001000

and so on. These states are gapped and q� fold degenerate.

The low energy exitations of the TT-states at arbitrary �lling frations are

domain walls separating sequenes of degenerate ground states. These domain walls

arry frational harge and orrespond to the quasipartile and quasihole exitations

in the bulk.

At � = 1=q a quasihole (quasipartile) is onstruted by inserting (remov-

ing) a zero somewhere in the ground state, see Table 2. This is very similar to

Laughlin's original onept of reating a quasihole by inserting a �ux quantum. At

� = p=(2pm + 1) the orresponding quasipartile (quasihole) exitations are ob-

tained by inserting (removing) 102m �1 somewhere in the TT-state with unit ell

102m (102m �1 )p�1 .

j100100100100100100100100100100100:::i

j100101001001001010010010010100100:::i

j100100010010010001001001000100100:::i

Table 2. The � = 1=3 ground state, and the orresponding states with three quasi-

partiles and three quasiholes respetively. Note that the underlined onentration

of eletrons (or holes) are domain walls between degenerate � = 1=3 ground states.

The harge (� e=3) of these exitations is determined by Su and Shrie�er's ounting

argument.

The harge of these exitations is determined by Su and Shrie�er's ounting

argument [31℄. By removing 102m �1 at 2pm + 1 separated position and adding 2m

unit ells 102m (102m �1 )p�1 to keep the number of sites �xed, 2pm + 1 quasiholes,

eah with harge e
�
= e

(2pm + 1)�2pm

2pm + 1
=

e

2pm + 1
, are reated. This readily generalizes

to generi �llings p=q, where the lowest lying exitations naturally emerge as domain

walls arrying harge

e
�
= �

e

q
: (3)
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j1010100101010010101001010100:::i

j101010010101010010101001010:::i

j1010100101001010100101010010:::i

Table 3. The � = 3=7 ground state, and the orresponding states with a quasipar-

tile and a quasihole respetively. Note that inserting/removing 10 reates domain

walls with the orret harge � e=7. (Inserting/removing 100 would instead reate

domain walls with harge � 2e=7.)

3.2 The non-abelian pfa�an state

The single partile states di�er from (1) in the higher Landau levels, thus the in-

teration (i.e. Vkm ) is di�erent, and as a onsequene, the ground states and their

exitations may di�er from those in the lowest Landau level. Perhaps most notably,

the ground state at half-�lling in the seond Landau level appears to be gapped and

is believed to be aurately desribed by the Moore-Read pfa�an state [13℄. This

state, whih is motivated by onformal �eld theory, has quasihole exitations with

harge e=4 that an only be reated in pairs, and obey non-abelian statistis.

Here we desribe how this state is manifested on the thin torus and give the

degeneraies of the quasihole exitations that are ruial for the existene of non-

abelian statistis. Moreover, the partile-hole symmetry allows us to onstrut also

quasipartiles, as well as states with general ombinations of quasiholes and quasi-

partiles [22℄.

The pfa�an states on the torus are known to be the exat ground states of a

hyper-loal three-body potential [14, 16℄. In the thin torus limit, this implies that

the eletrostati energy (of this three-body potential) is minimized by separating

all triples of partiles as muh as possible. At half-�lling this means that there are

no sequenes of four onseutive sites ontaining three eletrons (or holes). The six

states displayed in Table 4 are the unique states at half-�lling that have no suh

sequenes.

j010101010101:::i 2 translations

j001100110011:::i 4 translations

Table 4. The six degenerate pfa�an ground states on a thin torus.

The extra freedom reated by the additional pfa�an ground states allows for

the reation of domain walls arrying harge e
�
= � e=4�i.e. half of the frational

harge e
�
= � e=2 that is implied by the enter of mass degeneray. The domain

walls that ahieve this are those between the two di�erent kinds of ground states

j10101010:::iand j11001100:::i, as shown in Table 5. Again this harge is readily

determined by Su and Shrie�er's ounting argument. Note also that, beause of the

periodi boundary onditions, these exitations an only be reated in pairs.
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j01010100110011001010101:::i two quasiholes

j01010101100110011010101:::i two quasipartiles

j0101010110011001010101:::i a quasipartile-hole pair

Table 5. Examples of domain walls with frational harge � e=4.

The degeneray of these exitations is readily determined by onsidering the

various ways of mathing the domains. In Ref. [22℄ we derived that the degeneray

of a state with 2n � k quasiholes and k quasipartiles with �xed positions is 2
n�1

.

Results similar to ours have also been obtained by Haldane [21℄, and subsequently

also by Seidel and Lee [23℄ for the losely related bosoni pfa�an state at � = 1.

3.3 The half-�lled Landau level

The physis of the half-�lled lowest Landau level is known to be very di�erent from

the gapped frations disussed above. There is strong experimental and numerial

evidene that the system is gapless. In the omposite fermion piture, all magneti

�ux is attahed to the eletrons and the system beomes a free Fermi gas of omposite

fermions in no magneti �eld [7, 8, 32℄. Furthermore, it has been proposed that the

quasipartiles are dipoles [33, 34, 35℄.

In the thin limit, the � = 1=2 ground state is j1010101010::::i and the (gapped)

low lying exitations are the frationally harged exitations desribed above. In

fat, the � = 1=2 state has a larger energy gap than the � = 1=3 state on the thin

torus. This is learly di�erent from the observed gapless state in the bulk.

In order to explain this disrepany we onsider the situation when L1 inreases

from zero. Short range hopping terms will now beome important and start to om-

pete with the eletrostati terms. However, the shortest range hopping V21 annihi-

lates the TT state j1010101010::::i. Also, from early numerial investigations it was

lear that there is a sharp transition from the TT-state j1010101010::::i at L1 � 5:3

to a gapless homogeneous state [27℄.

It is interesting to ontrast � = 1=2 with � = 1=3. At � = 1=2, the ground

state is the TT-state j101010:::iwhen L1 ! 0. As noted, this state is annihilated

by the shortest range hopping term V21 whih favours hoppable states of the type

j11001100:::iThus there is a ompetition between the eletrostati terms and the

hopping term and this leads to a phase transition to a gapless state when L1 grows.

For � = 1=3 on the other hand, the TT-state j100100:::i favoured by eletrostatis

is also a maximally hoppable state favoured by the short range hopping term. In

this ase there is no ompetition between eletrostatis and hopping and there is no

phase transition as L1 grows.

We now brie�y disuss a solvable model that aurately desribes the system at

L1 slightly larger than 5:3. The low-energy setor of the model onsists of free one-

dimensional neutral fermions (dipoles) [18℄. The ruial part in the hamiltonian turns

out to be the hopping term V21�the other terms an be treated as perturbations

yielding an interating Luttinger liquid.

We start with the hamiltonian

H
�
= � V21

X

n

c
y
ncn+ 1cn+ 2c

y

n+ 3 + H :c: : (4)
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Fig. 2. The evolution of the one-dimensional density hc
y

k
cki from the small L1 TT-

state (triangles) to the homogenous state (squares) at � = 1=2. At L1 � 5:3 there

is a sharp transition from the TT-state to a homogenous state that is desribed by

our solvable model, and orresponds to a Luttinger liquid of neutral dipoles. At the

transition the quantum numbers hange.

This provides a good approximation of the interation on a thin, but not in�nitely

thin, torus (L1 � 6) as disussed in Ref. [18℄.

We de�ne a subspae H
0
of the full Hilbert spae by requiring eah pair of sites

(2p � 1;2p) to have harge one (the equivalent grouping of the sites (2p;2p + 1)

gives a trivial opy of our solution). In Ref. [18℄ it is argued that H
0
ontains the

low-energy setor under fairly general onditions. It agrees with what we �nd in

numerial studies, and H 0
ontains the maximally hoppable state j100110011001::::i.

Furthermore, H
�
preserves the subspae H

0
, thus any other ground state andidate

may not mix with the states in H
0
.

There are two possible states for a pair of sites in H 0
;

j#i� j01i; j"i� j10i (5)

and it is natural to introdue the spin operators

s
+
p = c

y

2p�1 c2p; s
�
p = c

y

2pc2p�1 : (6)
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On states in H 0
, s

+
;s

�
desribe hard ore bosons�they ommute on di�erent sites

but obey anti-ommutation relations on the same site. In this subspae, H
�
is simply

the nearest neighbor spin 1/2 X Y -hain,

H
�
= V21

X

p

(s
+

p+ 1s
�
p + s

�

p+ 1s
+
p ): (7)

The (hard ore) bosons an be expressed in terms of fermions d using the Jordan-

Wigner transformation,

s
�
p = K pdp; K p = e

i�

P
p� 1

j= 1

d
y

j
dj
; (8)

and the Hamiltonian (4) is then that of free fermions.

The ground state is obtained by �lling all the negative energy states. The exi-

tations are neutral partile-hole exitations out of this Fermi sea. These exitations

have a natural interpretation in terms of dipoles as is seen from (6), and in the limit

N e ! 1 , the exitations beome gapless. It is also straight forward to show that

the state is homogeneous. We would like to stress that this expliitly and exatly

maps (the low energy setor of) a system of strongly interating eletrons in a strong

magneti �eld onto a system of non-interating partiles that are neutral and hene

are una�eted by the magneti �eld.

By onsidering the relation between the real system�where the eletrons inter-

at via Coulomb repulsion�and our model, we onlude that the � = 1=2 system is

a Luttinger liquid of these dipoles on a thin torus (L1 slightly larger than 5:3). This

onlusion is supported by numerial alulations for both Coulomb [19℄ and short

range interations [27℄. Note also that the obtained solution has striking similarities

to the bulk state�both are homogenous gapless states with quasipartiles (dipoles)

that do not ouple to the magneti �eld.

4 Bulk physis

In this setion we disuss how the two-dimensional bulk physis is related to the

physis in the thin limit. We will argue that the abelian and non-abelian gapped

states, as well as the gapless state at � = 1=2, are adiabatially onneted to the

states found on the thin torus. The strength of the argument varies with the �lling

fator but we believe the over all piture of bulk states at generi �lling fator

being adiabatially onneted to simple ground states on the thin torus is �rmly

established.

Before we proeed with a more detailed aount for eah of the onsidered ases

we make two important remarks: 1) The TT-states and the bulk QH-states do in

fat have the the same symmetries and qualitative properties. That the TT-state

is not homogenous is not a result of spontaneous symmetry breaking�in fat the

Laughlin/Jain states have periodi density variations on any �nite torus [36℄. 2) As

indiated in setion 3.3 , there is atually a simple way of understanding why the

TT-state melts at half-�lling while it develops smoothly into the bulk QH-state at

e.g. � = 1=3.
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4.1 Abelian states

We begin by onsidering the simplest ase, � = 1=q, q odd. At these �lling fators

the Laughlin wave funtions desribe the bulk physis; moreover, they are the exat

and unique ground states to a short range pseudo-potential interation and there is

a gap to all exitations [37, 38℄. This holds also on a torus (or ylinder) for arbitrary

irumferene L1
1

. This is fairly obvious sine it depends only on the short distane

property of the eletron-eletron interation. In our opinion, this establishes that

the ground state develops ontinuously as L1 inreases, without a phase transition,

from the TT-state to the bulk Laughlin state for this short range interation. This

result is impliit in the work of Haldane and Rezayi [26℄. The same is then very likely

to be true for the Coulomb interation�this is supported by exat diagonalization

where no transition is seen as L1 varies.

We now show that the Laughlin wave funtion on a ylinder

	1=q =

Y

n< m

(e
2�izn =L 1 � e

2�izm =L 1)
q
e
�

1

2

P

n
y
2

n ; (9)

where z = x+ iy, approahes the TT-state as the radius of the ylinder shrinks [26℄.

Expanding 	1=q in powers of e
2�iz=L 1

and using that the single partile states (1)

an be written as  k =
1

� 1=4L
1=2

1

(e
2�iz=L

)
k
e
�y

2
=2
e
�2�

2
k
2
=L

2

1
, one �nds

	1=q =

X

fkn g

Y

n

cfkn g(e
2�izn =L 1)

kn e
� 1

2

P

n
y
2

n =

=
1

�N e=4L
N e=2

1

X

fkn g

cfkn g k1 k2� � �  kN e
e
2�

2

P

n
k
2

n
=L

2

1; (10)

where cfkn g are oe�ients that are independent of L1. The weight of a partiular

eletron on�guration is multiplied by the fator e
2�

2

P

m
k
2

m =L
2

1
, thus in the limit

L1 ! 0 the term with the maximal

P

m
k
2
m will dominate (all terms have the same

P

m
km ). The dominant term is the one that orresponds to the TT-state disussed

above, where the eletrons are situated as far apart as possible. In this ase at every

q:th site. This argument an be generalized to the Jain wave funtions desribing

the ground states at �lling fators � = p=(2m p+ 1) showing that they approah the

TT-states above as L1 ! 0. It an also be generalized to show that the frationally

harged quasipartiles in the TT-state, disussed in Setion 3.1, are the L1 ! 0

limits of the bulk quasipartiles at �lling fator � = p=(2m p+ 1).

The TT-state and the bulk Laughlin/Jain state on the torus at � = p=(2m p+ 1)

have the same quantum numbers. The symmetry generators that ommute with

the hamiltonian are T1 and T2 (T� translates all partiles in the �-diretion). The

Laughlin/Jain state is an eigenstate of T1 and T
2m p+ 1

2 , with quantum numbers K 1

and K 2, whereas T
k
2 ;k = 1;2;:::;2m p generate the degenerate states�this is true

for any L1�and the eigenvalues are independent of L1. The state is inhomogeneous

for any �nite L1, although the inhomogeneity dereases very rapidly as L1 grows.

1
On the torus, the ground state of ourse has the trivial q-fold enter of mass

degeneray.
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Fig. 3. The evolution of the one-dimensional density hc
y
ncn i from the small L1 TT-

state (triangles) to the nearly homogenous bulk Laughlin state (irles) at � = 1=3.

This proess is smooth and the quantum numbers K � remain unhanged as L1

hanges. Results are obtained from exat diagonalization of an unsreened Coulomb

potential.

Furthermore, the TT-state and the Laughlin/Jain state both have a gap and have

quasipartiles and quasiholes with the same frational harge.

The onlusion is that there is no phase transition separating the TT-states and

the bulk Laughlin states. This result has a long history. The very �rst observation

was made already in 1984 by Su who disussed the TT-state as the 'parent state' of

the Laughlin state and observed that the frationally harged quasipartiles ould be

thought of as domain walls between the degenerate vaua. Rezayi and Haldane noted

that the Laughlin state is the exat ground state for the short range interation on

a ylinder of any irumferene and showed that the state approahes a rystal as

L1 ! 0 in 1994 [26℄. More reently this was reexamined by the present authors in

DMRG alulations [27, 18℄ and in exat diagonalization [19℄ and a areful numerial

study of the rapid rossover from the TT- state to a virtually homogeneous state

was performed by Seidel et. al. using Monte Carlo methods [20℄.

In the ase of the Jain states, there is no known interation whih they are the ex-

at and unique ground states of. However, as we have noted above they have the same

qualitative properties as the orresponding TT-states: same quantum numbers, gap
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and quasipartiles with the same harge. These TT-states, inluding quasipartile

exitations, are obtained as the L1 ! 0 limits of Jain's wave funtions. Furthermore,

exat diagonalization of small systems show a smooth development of the ground

state from the TT-state to the Jain state as L1 grows. No transition is observed

and there is a gap for all L1 [19℄. Reent progress strongly suggests that this piture

is true also for more general odd denominator frations in the lowest Landau level,

suh as the non-Jain state at � = 4=11; in these ases no phase transition is observed

for small systems and a new set of trial wave funtions onnet the solvable limit

to the bulk [24, 39℄. We onlude that the adiabati ontinuity holds also for the

hierarhy states.

4.2 Non-abelian states

Reently, it has been understood that also non-abelian gapped quantum Hall states

follow the same pattern as we outlined for the abelian states above [21, 22, 23℄.

The six Moore-Read pfa�an ground states

2

are the exat ground states of a

hyperloal three-body interation on the torus�as in the ase of the Laughlin states,

this holds for general L1 as it depends on the loal properties only. As L1 dereases

the states ontinuously approah the TT-states in Table 4.

4.3 The gapless state at � = 1=2

The � = 1=2 solution on the thin torus, disussed above, has striking similarities to

what is expeted from theory and experiment for the bulk state. Based on this, we

onjetured [18℄ that this state develops ontinuously, without a phase transition,

to the bulk state as L1 ! 1 . This is however a muh more deliate issue than it is

for the states above sine the state at � = 1=2 is gapless.

To investigate this onjeture, we performed exat diagonalization studies of

small system for various N e and L1 using an unsreened Coulomb potential [19℄.

The obtained ground states were then ompared with the Rezayi-Read state [32℄,

that is expeted to desribe the bulk state, by alulating overlaps. On the torus

the Rezayi-Read wave funtion takes the form

	R R = detij[e
iki�R j]	 1

2

; (11)

where R is the guiding enter oordinates and 	 1

2

is the bosoni Laughlin state at

� = 1=2. This wave funtion depends on a set of momenta fkig, whih determine

the onserved quantum numbers K � .

For L1 � 5:3 the ground state is the TT-state j10101010:::i. At L1 � 5:3

there is a sharp transition into a new state that we identify as our Luttinger liquid

solution, disussed above. As L1 is inreased further, there is a number of di�erent

transitions to new states, but these transitions are all muh smoother than the one

at L1 � 5:3. As shown in Figure 4 for the ase of nine eletrons, eah of these

states orresponds to a given set of momenta fkig in the Rezayi-Read state. The

Fermi seas of momenta develop in a very natural and systemati way. Starting from

2
There are three distint pfa�an wave funtions on the torus. This together with

the two-fold enter of mass degeneray gives all the six states on the thin torus.
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an elongated sea, whih we identi�ed as the exat solution, a single momentum is

moved at eah level-rossing, terminating in a symmetri Fermi sea when L1 � L2.

9.02   8.23 8.43  10.63

10101010....

0.993 0.996 0.995 0.998

L

5.26

1

Fig. 4. 'Phase diagram' showing the ground states for � = 1=2 as a funtion of

L1 for nine eletrons [19℄. The results are obtained in exat diagonalization, us-

ing unsreened Coulomb interation. Overlaps with the Rezayi-Read state with the

displayed Fermi seas of momenta are shown above eah Fermi sea.

Sine our Luttinger liquid solution orresponds to one of the Fermi seas in the

Rezayi-Read state and this state develops smoothly towards the bulk, we onlude

that the Luttinger liquid of neutral dipoles is ontinuously onneted to the bulk

ground state.

5 Conlusions

We onlude that the thin torus provides a simple and aurate piture of both

abelian and non-abelian quantum Hall states, and even more surprisingly, also of

the gapless state at � = 1=2. The gapless state is partiularly important sine it

provides an expliit mirosopi example of how weakly interating quasipartiles

moving in a redued (zero) magneti �eld emerge as the low energy setor of strongly

interating fermions in a strong magneti �eld.

There are strong reasons to believe that the piture presented here is valid also

for other quantum Hall states. Indeed, the ground state and quasihole degeneraies

of other topologial states an be obtained on the thin torus [40, 21℄.

A one-dimensional piture of the quantum Hall system is very natural, and in

some sense almost obvious. After all, a single Landau level is a one-dimensional

system. The non-trivial result is, of ourse, that a model with an interation that is

short range in the one-dimensional sense is relevant. We believe that the evidene

reviewed here establishes that this is indeed the ase.
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